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Discover the latest 
products on offer for 
garden rooms

PRODUCT LIST

From basic cabins to smart garden retreats, Southern Sheeting can help  
with all your outdoor structure needs.

Garden rooms have soared  
in popularity over the past 
few years, not least because 
of the pandemic and shifts  
in lifestyle. 

People are looking for 
essential extra square 

metres for offices, fitness studios and 
entertainment suites. Part of the reason 
garden rooms are so popular is because they’re 
generally more affordable than extensions or 
loft conversions.

At Southern Sheeting we have a huge range 
of products continually in stock that are ideal 
for garden constructions, whether you’re a 

contractor or DIYer. And our expert team are 
always on hand to answer any questions about 
the products and give construction tips.

There are many key considerations when 
planning a garden build – budget, aesthetics, 
material choices, ease of installation, upkeep, 
planning and whether to include a surrounding 
deck. At Southern Sheeting we can talk you 
through the merits of all the options available 
and come up with a plan to suit different 
budgets and needs.

This brochure sets out some of our key  
garden room products, but please drop us a 
line and we’ll be happy to talk things through 
in greater detail.

DUNCAN KINGSTON 
Product Development Director, Southern Sheeting

D. Kingston

Cedral Weatherboard Cladding LAP  
Fibre cement cladding with a traditional  
overlapped look 

1

Cedral Weatherboard Cladding CLICK* 

Fibre cement cladding with a flush finish and a 
wide range of colours and textures

2

Bison Composite Batten Cladding 
Southern Sheeting’s own range of wood-effect 
composite cladding

3

Steel Sheeting* 
Available in box and corrugated profiles and a 
selection of colours 

4

Insulated Panels
Ensure garden rooms are comfortable  
all year-round

5

RoofArt*

An easy-to-install galvanised-steel guttering 
system

6

Bison Composite Fencing
Long-lasting composite fencing with  
aluminium posts

7

Trex Composite Decking 
A durable, easy-to-maintain alternative to 
natural timber

8

Ground Screws* 
Make preparing foundations easier and  
more straightforward

9
*Not shown in image. Please note, CGI image for illustrative purposes and reference only.

southernsheeting.co.uk call 01342 590 227 to speak to our friendly sales team
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High-strength fibre cement weatherboard 
cladding provides a more affordable, versatile and 
environmentally friendly alternative to traditional 
natural-wood versions. It lasts longer too – at least 50 
years, as opposed to wood, which typically keeps for 
around 30. If overlapping planks with traditional ‘New 
England charm’ is what is required, the LAP system is 
the perfect choice. 

Key features and benefits
• Classic woodgrain painted finish available in 21 

colours from white and beige to red and blue. Also 
available in natural-look dark and light oak 

• Resistant to rot, insect and UV damage

As well as ensuring garden rooms look great,  
Cedral Weatherboard Cladding LAP will make the 

whole structure sounder. Not only does it 
transform a garden room’s appearance, but 
it also boosts its functionality and durability. 
And with all the options available, the design 
possibilities are endless.

Cedral Weatherboard Cladding’s CLICK system is 
ideal if a more contemporary look is required as its 
tongue-and-groove finish and concealed fittings give 
a streamlined, flush finish. As with the LAP system, it 
requires little-to-no upkeep, unlike traditional wood, 
which needs frequent repairs and regular repainting 
and is less able to withstand harsh weather.

It’s possible to install the pre-painted planks 
horizontally or vertically, making for a slick final finish 
and a visually stunning garden room with character, 
personality and individual style.

All Cedral Weatherboard Cladding has an A2 fire rating. 
Plus, Cedral products are rated Excellent under the BES 
6001 standard for responsible sourcing. 

Key features and benefits
• Woodgrain finish comes in ten classic colours, from 

white to pewter and black

• Smooth finish in white, grey and slate grey 

• Resistant to rot, insect and UV damage 

• Lifelike timber appearance

• More colours available in full-pallet quantities

• Low maintenance and non-combustible

“If overlapping planks with traditional  
‘New England charm’ is what is required, 

the LAP system is the perfect choice”

Cedral Weatherboard Cladding LAP  
Traditional-style overlapping planks 1 Cedral Weatherboard Cladding CLICK 

A flush, modern architectural look 2

CEDRAL

Visit www.southernsheeting.co.uk for more information on the full range, or call 01342 590 227 to 
speak to our friendly sales team. Samples and swatches are also available

southernsheeting.co.uk



Bison Composite Batten Cladding has proved a 
major hit with our customers, including the construction 
trade and skilled DIYers. It is an ideal material for garden 
rooms as it’s easy to install and delivers an elegant 
design. It gives the appearance of natural cedar 
or Siberian larch but with all the long-lasting, eco 
qualities of a wood-plastic composite material. 

As well as making a reliable external cladding  
choice, it can be used to great effect internally for 
feature wall installations. We’ve found that Bison 
Composite Batten Cladding is growing in popularity 
as an appealing and cost-effective solution for 
today’s architects, builders, homeowners and skilled 
DIYers. It’s a great way to make a real feature of a 
garden room.

Key features and benefits 
• Low maintenance – no need to paint or re-stain

• Can be installed vertically or horizontally  

• Lifelike woodgrain finish in ash grey and oak 

• Ideal for either external cladding or internal walls 
and ceilings

• Made from 82% recycled wood fibre and  
HDPE plastic

• Resistant to UV, rot, mould and insects

Steel sheets can be used for both roofing and cladding, 
and they’re ideal for the backs and sides of structures 
where access is particularly tight. They’re available in a 
range of lengths and can be cut to fit, and they come 
in box and corrugated roofing profiles, in a selection of 
colours, thicknesses and finishes. Traditionally popular 
in agricultural settings, used in the construction of 
domestic garden rooms, they can help make quite a 
style statement.

Key features and benefits 
• Non combustible

• Cost effective solution for unseen elevations

• Low maintenance

• Specified lengths, colours and thicknesses are 
available for special order 

• Box and corrugated finishes create a modern look

• Can withstand harsh weather conditions

• Lightweight and easy to install

Bison Composite Batten Cladding  
An alternative to traditional slatted  
timber cladding with many benefits

3 Steel Sheeting - Ideal for use in 
urban and rural settings  4
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BISON STEEL SHEETING



Southern Sheeting’s Insulated Panels are composite 
insulated steel sheets that are useful for creating 
thermal and sound insulation for garden rooms and 
other structures. They also provide anti-condensation 
properties, which means the structure will be 
comfortable year-round. 

Available in different thicknesses, Insulated Panels 
are a durable roofing and cladding material for 
garages, garden rooms, workshops, home offices, or 
any other outbuilding. 

Key features and benefits
• One-piece sandwich panel solution making it 

quick to install

• White liner underside giving pre-finished ceiling

• Long spans meaning less roof construction 
required

• Available in standard grey and green. Additional 
colours also available, ask for swatches 

• Long-lasting plastic coated leathergrain finish

• Keeps buildings cool in summer and  
warm in winter

• Different depths of insulation available to order

• Cut to size available from the factory

Insulated Panels are a big draw for those looking 
for quick and easy installation solutions. They don’t 
require the same support, insulation, top covering or 
ceiling covering as a traditional rubber or felt roof. 
With Insulated Panels, one sheet can do the whole 
job! We have 6500mm and 4050mm sheets in stock. 

With more and more people concerned about the 
materials used in construction and the impact they 
have on the planet, the RoofArt guttering system is 
proving especially popular. This Swedish style of design 
offers the same easy push-and-clip installation method 
as more common PVC systems, but comes in plain 
galvanised steel, or ready-painted in either black or 
grey. With a metallic finish, it complements the modern 
and traditional looks many people are aiming for with 
garden rooms. The system is also more durable.

Key features and benefits 
• Low carbon footprint compared with other 

guttering materials

• Competitively priced compared with traditional 
PVC gutters

• Available in plain galvanised, anthracite grey and 
black finishes

• Better at withstanding impact and damage

• Life expectancy of over 50 years 

Insulated panels  
Give garden rooms year-round use 5 RoofArt - eco-friendly and durable 

steel guttering6

“Easy to install, quality  
guttering and downpipes  
give instant curb appeal”

INSULATED PANELS ROOFART

southernsheeting.co.uk



Decking has become such an important part of British 
garden design in recent years, as more people seek 
to maximise their outside space. Trex is the world’s 
number one brand, and really is in a class of its own 
when it comes to the composite decking market. It’s 
eco-friendly, durable and resistant to damage – and 
we have three ranges to suit all budgets. 

Key features and benefits 
• Available in 11 colours, from natural wood hues to 

stronger painted finishes

• Slip and scratch resistant

• Doesn’t blacken, warp, rot and is UV resistant

• Lasts twice as long as traditional wood

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Made from 95% recycled material 

Made with a 95% recycled lightweight wood-plastic 
composite, Bison’s fencing planks are easy to cut 
and install. They come in a soft, sanded finish, 
which means they work well in contemporary and 
traditional gardens, and are the perfect complement 
to a newly installed garden room.

Key features and benefits 
• Available in cinder, coffee and stone colours

• 20-year warranty

• Quick and easy to install

• Doesn’t rot, splinter, warp or promote fungal 
growth

• Hard-wearing aluminium fence posts and trims

• Posts can be surface mounted or buried

Ground Screws make creating the foundations for a 
garden room or veranda decking a straightforward 
proposition. Rather than digging and levelling, pouring 
concrete and laying slabs, Ground Screws can be placed 
in the earth quickly and easily, and then support the 
load of a small to medium structure immediately. Being 
made of steel, they last a lifetime.

Key features and benefits 
• Ideal for small to medium projects including  

garden rooms

• Perfect for hard-to-access areas

• Can be installed whatever the weather and support 
a load immediately 

• Can be pulled up and reused

• Avoids environmental impact of sealing  
soil with impenetrable materials

Trex Composite Decking - Long  
lasting with multiple design options7 Bison Composite Fencing -  

Contemporary look; easy to install8 Foundation Ground Screws -  
Garden room platforms made easy9

“Ground Screws are available in  
different lengths to cater for a variety  
of applications and project sizes”

p7

TREX GROUND SCREWSBISON

MANUFACTURED 
IN UK  



Finishes and colour options

Cedral Weatherboard CLICK
A modern flush finish with a wide range of 
colours and textures

ATLAS BROWN DARK GREY SLATE GREY BLACK SILVER GREY PEARL PEWTER TAUPE SAGE GREEN

LIGHT OAK DARK OAK

WHITE BEIGE GREY BROWN DARK  BROWN GREY GREY GREEN CREAM WHITE SAND YELLOW BLUE GREY

C01 C02 C03 C04 C05 C06 C07 C08 C10

C14 C15 C18 C50 C51 C52 C54 C55 C57

CL104 CL105Woodstain  
finish

FOREST GREY BURNT RED VIOLET BLUE

C60 C61 C62

GREY BROWN GREY CREAM WHITE SLATE GREYWHITE BEIGE

C01 C02 C03 C05 C07 C18

DARK GREY

C15

PEWTER

C54

WHITE

C01

GREY

C05Smooth 
 finish

SLATE GREY

C18

BLACK SILVER GREY

C50 C51

Cedral Weatherboard LAP
Fibre cement cladding with a traditional 
overlapped look

APPROVED  
SUPPLIERS OF

southernsheeting.co.uk



Visit www.southernsheeting.co.uk for more information on the full range, or call  
01342 590 227 to speak to our friendly sales team. Samples and swatches are also available

Bison Composite Fencing

Trex Composite Decking

Trex Composite Decking 
Trex - Transcend

Southern Sheeting’s own range of composite 
fencing panels and gates

Profiled Steel Sheeting
Plastic coated finish  
(leathergrain coated)

Bison Batten Cladding 
Southern Sheeting’s own range of  
wood-effect composite cladding

BLACK VANDYKE BROWN JUNIPER GREEN ANTHRACITE GREYJUNIPER GREEN GOOSEWING GREY

BS 12B29 BS 10A05 BS 00E53 BS 08B29 BS 12B29 RAL 7016

RoofArt
An easy-to-install galvanised-steel 
guttering system 

ANTHRACITE GREY JET BLACK PLAIN GALVANISED

RAL 7016 RAL 9005

COFFEE CINDER STONE GREY

Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. page 30

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. page 24

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor

Calm WaterToasted Sand

Clam ShellSaddle

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 11

ROCKY HARBOUR

Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. page 30

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. page 24

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor

Calm WaterToasted Sand

Clam ShellSaddle

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 11

CLAM SHELL

Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. page 30

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. page 24

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor

Calm WaterToasted Sand

Clam ShellSaddle

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 11

SADDLE

Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. page 30

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. page 24

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor

Calm WaterToasted Sand

Clam ShellSaddle

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 11

FOGGY WHARFElevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance. page 12

A RANGE FOR 
EVERY BUDGET
Your dream deck made real

Gravel path Island Mist

Lava RockTiki Torch

Spiced Rum

Trex®. Redefining outdoor living since 1996  01469 535 415  trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk10

GRAVEL PATH

Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance. page 12

A RANGE FOR 
EVERY BUDGET
Your dream deck made real

Gravel path Island Mist

Lava RockTiki Torch

Spiced Rum

Trex®. Redefining outdoor living since 1996  01469 535 415  trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk10

ISLAND MIST

Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance. page 12

A RANGE FOR 
EVERY BUDGET
Your dream deck made real

Gravel path Island Mist

Lava RockTiki Torch

Spiced Rum

Trex®. Redefining outdoor living since 1996  01469 535 415  trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk10

TIKI TORCH

Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance. page 12

A RANGE FOR 
EVERY BUDGET
Your dream deck made real

Gravel path Island Mist

Lava RockTiki Torch

Spiced Rum

Trex®. Redefining outdoor living since 1996  01469 535 415  trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk10

LAVA ROCK

Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance. page 12

A RANGE FOR 
EVERY BUDGET
Your dream deck made real

Gravel path Island Mist

Lava RockTiki Torch

Spiced Rum

Trex®. Redefining outdoor living since 1996  01469 535 415  trex@arborforestproducts.co.uk10

SPICED RUM

Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. page 30

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. page 24

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor

Calm WaterToasted Sand

Clam ShellSaddle

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 11

CALM WATER

Priced to put the pressure on timber decking. page 30

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite. page 24

Foggy WharfRocky Harbor

Calm WaterToasted Sand

Clam ShellSaddle

Request your inspiration sample pack at www.arbordeck.co.uk 11

TOASTED SAND

ASH GREY OAK

Polyester coated finish  
(smooth painted)

Insulated Panel
Southern Sheeting stock the 
Scandic® rainwater system in  
3 colour/finishes

BS 12B29 BS 10A05

JUNIPER GREEN GOOSEWING GREY

Trex - Enhance  
naturalsA durable, easy-to-maintain 

alternative to natural timber 

p9

Enhance 
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southernsheeting.co.uk

If you would like the all in one package, we also 
supply a great range of Kit Buildings and Pergolas

Telluria Steel Kit Garden Rooms

Kit form garden rooms
Kingspan Composite Panel Kit Garden Room

• Modern contemporary look with all 
the benefits of a lightweight steel 
modular build  

• Available in 3 sizes from stock  
 2380mm x2380mm, 
 3030mm x 3030mm
 5436mm x 5436mm

• Easy to assemble 
• Available in light grey or  

anthracite grey
• Prefabricated steel frame with 0.9mm 

thick steel external cladding sheets

• Steel internal liner panels ensure a 
fully non-combustible construction

Key features and benefits
• A complete kit building constructed 

of made-to-measure composite 
panels and associated flashings

• Available in 3 sizes 
  3300mm x 2200mm 
  4400mm x 3300mm
  5500mm x 3300mm

• Hard-wearing plastic-coated steel 
sheet outer finish

• Bright white liner steel internal 
finish

• Great insulation values

• Can attach additional cladding to 
change the style if preferred

Key features and benefits

NEW
  

PRODUCT

NEW
  

PRODUCT

call 01342 590 227 to speak to our friendly sales team
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LOW 
MAINTENANCE

STRONG AND 
DURABLE

SOUTH EAST 
 LARGEST STOCKIST

EASY TO 
INSTALL

COMPLETE 
RANGE

OFFICIAL 
DISTRIBUTOR

MULTIPLE SIZES 
AVAILABLE

UV 
RESISTANT

SUITABLE FOR 
MULTIPLE PROJECTS

INSULATED NON 
COMBUSTIBLE

BESPOKE 
ORDERS

SAMPLES 
AVAILABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

RECYCLABLE 10 YEAR 
GUARANTEE

20 YEAR 
GUARANTEE

LIGHTWEIGHT

Aluminium Pergola

• Hard wearing Dark Grey powder coated aluminium 
frame giving overall structure size of 3m x 4m x 
2.3m tall 

• Ideal for outdoor dining area or hot tub enclosure      

• Easy step-by-step installation guide    

• Manual louvre panel system offering  
full rain cover

• Inbuilt gutter system which channels rainwater 
from the main roof and drains through the legs of 
the pergola

• 3 x Pull down privacy side shades (2 x 3m and 1 x 
4m sides)     

• Multi-colour option LED lighting in the internal roof 
perimeter with remote  

Pergolas

NEW
  

PRODUCT

Key features and benefits

Icons key

Visit www.southernsheeting.co.uk for more information on the full 
range, or call 01342 590 227 to speak to our friendly sales team

CUT TO 
LENGTH



• Get trade-trusted goods and first-name service

• Choose from an extensive range of specialist construction materials 
and accessories, with all essential products from our bestselling 
ranges guaranteed to be on hand 

•  Draw on over 40 years of industry experience and expertise to find 
the right solution, with proper, personal service from end to end

• Get all the benefits of a big merchant, with all the upsides of a 
family-run firm 

Visit www.southernsheeting.co.uk for more information on the full 
range, or call 01342 590 227 to speak to our friendly sales team.

Samples and swatches are also available.

Rated ExcellentTrustpilotWe’re on

Our customer promise

southernsheeting.co.uk

@southernsheetingsupplies @SSSRoofing southernsheeting southernsheeting


